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ABSTRACT  

Most authors who have been concerned with the pathology of the stomatognathic system and the factors that 

influence it (involution of stomatognathic structures, associated systemic diseases) claim that, despite recent 

therapeutic advances in dentistry that solve multiple morphofunctional problems, they also cause many 

secondary phenomena. The involvement of systemic factors in the pathology of the elements of the 

stomatognathic system requires the knowledge of the main characteristics of the general pathology of the elderly 

that influences the condition of the component segments of the system. Epidemiological studies regarding the  

incidence and the prevalence of affection offenses generated by the removable prostheses  show the importance 

of the local factors generating negative effects in full agreement with the intensity, duration and correlating their 

action . The oral cavity reflects as a mirror the existence of clinical manifestations caused by systemic risk 

factors, and can often become their "primary alarm signal" or "primary diagnostic key" .The dentist must be 

prepared to observe obvious general clinical changes that may occur during the therapeutic act, changes that 

may indicate an aggravation of the general status and may induce some therapeutic risks. At their origin are the 

excessive stresses exerted on the residual ridge by the natural teeth present in the mandible, within the combined 

syndrome that we mentioned, but also the inappropriate occlusal relations.Histological and histochemical studies 

have shown the presence of severe fibrosis, inflammation and resorption of the underlying bone . 

Keywords: removable prostheses, geropathies, hyperplasias, edentation, age-related 

involution; 

The morbidity and prevalence of 

diseases of the stomatognathic system are 

constantly increasing, posing important 

prophylactic and curative problems. The 

factors involved in the stomatognat 

pathology system is dihotomized in two 

main categories, the first category falls 

favorable to general factors that are 

reflected in the decisive state of each 

system or organ and loco-regional and 

local factors.Most authors who have been 

concerned with the pathology of the 

stomatognathic system and the factors that 

influence it (involution of stomatognathic 

structures, associated systemic diseases) 

claim that, despite recent therapeutic 

advances in dentistry that solve multiple 

morphofunctional problems, they also 

cause many secondary phenomena[1,2].  
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General factors involved in the 

pathology of the stomatognathic system 

in the elderly 

The involvement of systemic 

factors in the pathology of the elements of 

the stomatognathic system requires the 

knowledge of the main characteristics of 

the general pathology of the elderly 

that influences the condition of the 

component segments of the system. Each 

of these features is particularly important 

through the induced effects in the 

structures of the stomatognathic system by 

decreasing the general reactivity 

generic and local body, aspect that 

influences differently the evolution of 

different clinical entities of oral pathology 

but can create risks during the therapeutic 

stages[3,4].There is no pathology specific 

to the elderly, but the whole pathology 

acquires a characteristic tint as follows: 

 The risk  to aquire an 

illness complicated is greater 

than that in the other age 

groups and the disease is the 

most complex, with the 

maximum frequency of the 

diseases: cardiovascular 

(vascular accidents found in the 

brain, myocardium), joint 

degenerative diseases, 

respiratory, mental illness, 

nutritional diseases, cancerous 

diseases, trauma from falls, 

etc.          
 Multiple pathology -

polipathology (80% chronic 

diseases) with the concomitant 

existence of several 

diseases which motivate the 

need for complex multiple 

diagnosis. Hence the increased 

demands in all medical 

specialties with multiple 

medical benefits (age III 

medicine = geriatrics of 

medicine)          

The diseases are more complex:          

- The maximum frequency of 

diseases referred to as 

,, geropathies " ( cardio-vascular 

diseases, joint degenerative 

diseases, respiratory, psychological 

and nutritional diseases, cancer 

diseases );       

- The diseases have a greater tendency 

towards chronicity due to the low 

defense reaction and the defensive 

system does not manage to 

completely remove the disease but 

only to attenuate it, to chronicize 

it. Due to chronicity, there is a need 

for long-term medical and social 

care with very high costs, which 

causes difficulties in diagnosing 

dental diseases and delaying 

treatment;          

- Predominant disease makes the way 

for other diseases (eg malnutrition), 

prolonged anemia may cause 

decreased coronary flow   ; 

- The onset of the disease is generally 

insidious without dramatic aspects, 

non-alarming, slightly noisy ;        

- The period of condition is longer with 

less noisy symptoms, but with 

important functional reductions due 

to the decrease of the 

compensatory mechanisms;  

- The  etiology of the disease is often 

multiple, hence the need for 

concomitant treatment of all causal 

factors for treatment to be 

effective;     

-Convalescence is of a  long-term, 

rebalancing is working harder 

(because morphological substrate 

recover heavier)   ;  
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- The differential diagnosis is 

sometimes simplified by the 

frequency or rarity of some 

diseases in the elderly ; 

- Complications of the disease are 

more common      

- The form of presentation of general 

ailments, sometimes is: 

atypical, nonspecific, with lack of 

classic symptoms and 

pathognomonic signs, with the 

presence of constant general signs, 

regardless of the condition 

(immobility, instability with 

dizziness, heat, balance disorders, 

urinary incontinence , 

confusions);      

- Pain - which with its characteristic 

forms and intensity is a 

pathognomonic sign for some 

diseases, can be abolished, or may 

be absent by altered perception, 

which makes diagnosis difficult;     

- Diseases are very difficult to stabilize 

by drug therapy due to 

pharmacokinetic changes 

(absorption, metabolic distribution, 

excretion) and pharmacodynamics 

(clinical response to drug action), 

ultimately leading to changes in 

drug doses (decrease);    

- The elderly's low tolerance to toxic 

substances leads to uncontrollable 

polypragmatism, sometimes with 

adverse reactions. Side effects 

increase with the number of 

medications taken (some prescribe 

non-prescription medications: 

alcohol, laxatives, painkillers, 

caffeine that interfere with the 

action of the first) ;        

- The problems of the elderly are 

chronic diseases, which evolve 

silently and in the early stages offer 

very little indication 

of their existence, being discovered 

late when they are already installed 

and in the incurable 

stages. Therefore, geriatric 

practice, through a comprehensive 

clinical examination, should focus 

on the discovery and treatment of 

diseases in the early asymptomatic 

stages preventing their chronicity; 

It is indisputable that there is a 

definite two-way interaction between the 

clinical entities of general pathology and 

each component of the stomatognathic 

system. A conclusive example is found in 

the correlative aspects of evolution and the 

manifest clinical picture in the territory of 

cardiovascular, metabolic and psychic 

diseases - Alzheimer's .  Systemic diseases 

can influence dental treatments due to: 

decreased autonomy, dependence, motor / 

sensory deficit, brain deficit, oral and 

dental changes, but also 

through communication difficulties of the 

elderly with others[5].  It should be noted 

that the global biological decline of the 

elderly results in a more fragile 

homeostasis, a homeostasis that in basal 

conditions can support vital functions, but 

which is obviously disrupted by the 

demands of various environmental factors, 

excessive drug use, with repercussions on 

oral health .Osteoporosis, one of the most 

common metabolic diseases of the skeletal 

bone, is a major cause of morbidity in the 

elderly. It occurs when the processes of 

bone resorption and formation are not 

coordinated and bone destruction exceeds 

construction, the bone tissue is not 

regenerated.Under the name of 

osteoporosis there are a group of diseases 

that cause a reduction in bone mass per 

unit volume. When the rate of bone 

resorption is higher than that of formation, 

after reaching the maximum skeletal mass, 

the 2 processes are no longer coordinated, 

the bone loses its density, becomes fragile, 
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with important repercussions in the 

processes of resorption and atrophy of 

edentulous ridges, predisposing to fracture 

and disorders. postural (disabling 

deformities).Cases of osteoporosis 

increase with age.  Numerous studies 

strongly support the involvement of 

genetic factors, nutritional factors (protein, 

caloric, vitamin deficiencies). and 

circulatory disorders in determining bone 

density . Oral corticosteroids, 

antiepileptics , heparin, diuretics (which 

block sodium) are drugs associated with 

bone loss[6]. 

Osteoporosis affects both men and 

women. Women are affected earlier, more 

frequently and more severely. An 

important etiological factor is also the 

hormonal one (in women the decrease of 

the postmenopausal estrogenic level, in 

men the decrease of the testicular 

function).With regard to atrophy of bone, 

osteo - porosity affects equal, the two 

components of the bone (organic and 

mineral substance), and is accompanied by 

a decrease in cortical bone and cancellous 

bone trabecular number and size.Of 

particular interest are studies that suggest 

that the body partially compensates for the 

loss of bone density by increasing bone 

strength, which can prevent fractures even 

in women with osteoporosis.Due to the 

role of the integrative system that the 

cardiovascular system plays, heart 

diseases, through their frequency and 

severity, are reflected in all the tissues in 

the body, among them being those in the 

stomatognathic territory[8].Stomatitis, in 

its various clinical forms, can be found in 

most systemic diseases (respiratory, 

metabolic, cardiovascular, hepatic, renal 

diseases), which alter the local mucosal 

reactivity and make it more susceptible to 

infections.Diabetes is very common in the 

elderly and is a predisposing factor for 

odontogenic infections and oral 

candidiasis, infectious complications that 

can become severe due to neutrophil 

suppression. Increased glucose in the urine 

and saliva causes damage to the 

microvascularization resulting from 

decreased blood supply to the tissues and 

impaired body's ability to defend against 

infections.The oral cavity reflects as a 

mirror the existence of clinical 

manifestations caused by systemic risk 

factors, and can often become 

their "primary alarm signal" or "primary 

diagnostic key" .The dentist must be 

prepared to observe obvious general 

clinical changes that may occur during the 

therapeutic act, changes that may indicate 

an aggravation of the general status and 

may induce some therapeutic risks[9]. 

Looking through the prism of the general 

ensemble of the organism, the 

stomatognathic system is part of the 

ensemble of interrelations that it realizes 

with the organism as a unitary whole. This 

explains why aging will be reflected in the 

components of the stomatognathic 

system.For a long time, local factors were 

strictly accepted, as being directly 

responsible for the pathology of the 

subprosthetic mucosa. The sketching in 

recent years of the role of general factors, 

especially chronic diseases in the etiology 

and pathogenesis of a symptomatic 

procession of a great variety, has contributed 

to the establishment of the etiopathogenic 

mechanisms of clinical pictures in which 

plurietiology and plurisymptomatology are 

intertwined. 

Epidemiological studies regarding 

the  incidence and the prevalence of 

affection offenses generated by the 

removable prostheses  show the 

importance of the local factors generating 

negative effects in full agreement with the 

intensity, duration and correlating their 

action . 

Clinical lesional aspects 

of oral mucosal 

pathology by incriminated etiological 
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factors 

There are also conditions that 

reduce the mechanical strength of mucosal 

irritation  (for example diabetes, 

nutritional deficiency, radiatiotherapy or 

xerostomy). In healthy patients, the 

lesions heal within a few days of adjusting 

/ retouching the prosthesis. If at this stage 

no adequate treatment is instituted 

(swelling and retouching), the patient 

adapts to the painful situation and the 

ulcerated area evolves into a hyperplastic 

irritation lesion (Fig.1) . There are 

practitioners who do not retouch 

prostheses but only apply an anesthetic 

gel, following the traumatic ulceration 

over time. 

  
 

 
 

 

  

       Fig.1 Lesional aspects of the action of excessive forces on the mucosa in the 

skeletal prosthesis (a, b, superior) and the acrylic prosthesis (a, b, inferior)[10] 

Hyperplasias of prosthetic 

irritation 

A frequent manifestation appears 

with bearers of removable denture 

(incorrectly adjusted) determined by 

chronic microiritations thereof is mucosal 

hyperplasia that comes into contact with 

the edges of the prosthesis .The lesion is 

the result of aggression containing products 

of instability of the prosthesis, of the 

overextended thin edges or represents a 

manifestation of the combined syndrome, 

when the patient is edentulous non-

prosthetic mandibular biterminal and fully 

removable maxillary prosthesis. Tissue 

proliferation can occur relatively 

quickly, after the insertion of new 

prostheses, or late (in the combined 

syndrome), not accompanied by an 

alarming symptomatology. The lesions are 

single or multiple, presenting in the form 

of folds of hyperplastic connective tissue . 

The degree of inflammation present at this 
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level is variable; however, severe 

inflammation sets in on the bottom of the 

cracks and even ulcerated areas appear . 

After replacement or adaptation of 

the prosthesis, the edema and inflammation 

subside and the clinical situation 

improves. Within the limits of benignity, 

surgical excision of the hyperplastic tissue 

and replacement of the prosthesis prevent 

the lesions from recurring. Excision can be 

performed with an electric scalpel or a 

laser[11].  

When ulcerated areas occur due to pressure 

and irritation that 

causes microbial products is severe, the 

patient may experience a marked state 

of discomfort. If lymphadenopathy is also 

present, the hyperplastic irritation 

lesion may simulate a neoplastic process, 

requiring a careful differential 

diagnosis(Fig.2). 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Aspects of the hyperplastic irritation lesion[11,12] 

The instability of the prosthesis and 

the micro traumatism occuring by the 

base of the prosthesis, frequently, damage 

to the lining of the palate mainly basal, or 

on the vestibular side of the edentulous 

ridge, with the appearance of inflammatory 

hiperpapilit. In these situations, the 

technological factor is often incriminated 

(errors of realization), by not respecting the 

correct steps in making the prosthesis 

(incorrect polymerization, rebazing with 

materials with a doubtful biological effect, 

oversizing or undersizing, etc.). 
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Fig. 3 Hyperplastic paraprostatic stomatopathy-inflammatory hyperpapillitis . 

Epithelial hyperplasia with inflammation and fibrosis in Hematoxylin-Eosin at 200x 

magnification[13]. 

They occur when hyperplastic 

tissue replaces bone tissue in older 

prosthesis wearers. In the literature, 

balanced ridges are also known as mobile 

residual alveolar ridges or ridges with 

exaggerated resilience.At their origin are 

the excessive stresses exerted on the 

residual ridge by the natural teeth present 

in the mandible, within the combined 

syndrome that we mentioned, but also 

the inappropriate occlusal 

relations.Histological and histochemical 

studies have shown the presence of severe 

fibrosis, inflammation and resorption of the 

underlying bone. Balancing ridges provide 

poor support for the prosthesis, arguing the 

need for their surgical excision to improve 

the stability of the prosthesis and reduce 

bone resorption. Surgical excision of the 

shock-absorbing balanced ridge will result 

in increased exposure of the residual ridge 

to trauma and the need for a thicker base at 

this level[14]. 

Some surgical techniques use the 

balance ridge in interventions to increase 

the residual ridge, by introducing 

hydroxyapatite in a tunnel made at this 

level. 

Residual ridge resorption is a 

constant problem for removable denture 

wearers. The residual alveolar ridge 

represents the primary area of support and 

stabilization of the base of 

the partial prostheses , ensuring their 

maintenance in the field when the 

prosthesis is 

subjected to torsional forces and horizontal 

stresses[15].  

Many statistical studies show that 

wearing prostheses promote bone 

atrophy. In the case of rapid resorption of 

residual ridges it is not easy to determine 

the cause of resorption. Hearing favor 

bone resorption, but can not be considered 

unique responsible before the creation of a 

general health exam[16]. 

Longitudinal studies on the morphology 

of residual edentulous ridges in partial 

denture wearers have shown a continuous 

loss of bone tissue after extractions 

and after their insertion into the oral 

cavity. Resorption is the result of bone 

remodeling, due to the elimination of 

functional stimuli, with a chronic 

progressive and irreversible evolution, 

which often leads to the disqualification of 

prosthetic restorations and the functions of 

the stomatognathic system. The process 

of bone remodeling is especially important 

in areas where the bone cortex is thin (the 

vestibular areas of the jaw and the lingual 

areas of the mandible). In the first year 

after extraction, the reduction of the height 
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of the residual ridge in the mid-sagittal 

plane is 2-3 mm at the maxilla and 4-5 mm 

at the mandible. After the healing of the 

residual ridge, 

the remodeling process continues with 

lower intensity, with variations from 

individual to individual[17]. 

Bone remodeling is initiated at a 

certain site, either by mechanical stimuli 

that transmit the message of basic 

multicellular units, or by unknown sensory 

mechanisms . 

Pathology residual ridge atrophy is not 

well understood nor in the present. The 

degree of resorption of the residual ridge is 

influenced by several anatomical, 

metabolic and mechanical 

factors. For example, a marked resorption 

of the mandibular residual ridge was 

associated with a low ionic angle. In 

women, there is a more pronounced 

reduction in the residual ridge, suggesting 

that progressive bone loss under partial 

dentures is a manifestation of 

osteoporosis. In fact, there is an 

association between the bone density of 

the skeleton and the bone density of 

the mandible so that today it is known that 

the mandible is also affected by 

osteoporosis[18]. 

 Recently, low mineral content and 

osteoporotic disorders have been shown 

to predispose to faster resorption 

of residual ridges. Mechanical factors 

(masticatory or non-masticatory forces ) 

transmitted by the prosthesis or tongue to 

the residual ridge are considered 

important in the process of bone 

remodeling. Therefore, there 

is a correlation between the duration of 

prosthesis wear and the severity of 

atrophy. The atrophy is also more 

marked in patients who wear dentures day 

and night compared to those who only 

wear them on. The determining factors in 

the correlative analyzes are: sex, age, 

facial structure, age of edentation, habits 

of the partial prosthesis, number of 

prostheses worn, oral hygiene, 

parafunctions, occlusal load, prosthesis 

quality, nutrition, general health, 

medication, systemic diseases and 

osteoporosis(Table I).  

Table I . Systemic and local factors involved in the resorption of residual alveolar ridges 

Systemic factors Local factors 

Age-related involution 

Genetic factors 

Medication (Cortisone, Diazepam, 

Aspirin, Indomethacin) 

Disorders of : 
 calcium metabolism; 

 phosphorus metabolism; 

 vitamin D metabolism; 

 glands and salivary secretion; 

 estrogen and androgen secretion; 

 glucocorticoid secretion; 

 peripheral circulation. 

Mechanisms of stress arising from 

non-physiological pressures on the 

residual ridges; 

Improper installation of artificial teeth; 

Bruxism; 

Parafunctions; 

The position of the tongue; 

Muscle pressures; 

Lack of protection of the alveolus after 
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extraction; 

SS inactivity; 

Day and night wearing of partial dentures; 

Frequent reoptimizations or new 

prostheses 

  

The resorption and atrophy of the 

residual ridges depend on the etiology of 

the dental losses, on their 

chronological order, on the way in which 

the extractions were performed. Residual 

ridges in patients with a history 

of periodontitis are slender, poorly 

represented, 

unlike edentulous ridges which recognize 

the etiology of tooth loss through 

complications of carious processes[19] . 

Atrophy is always more 

pronounced where the teeth have been 

removed for a long time. Single tooth 

loss and due to laborious extraction 

generates a crest irregular difficult 

prosthetic. Multiple extractions, 

alveoloplastic, determine the irregular 

ridge, with smooth 

contours. Depending on the time and 

interval between the first and last 

extractions, the residual ridges may have 

a clinically symmetrical or asymmetrical 

appearance. It is known that the jaw 

achieved atrophy centripetal, in whereas 

one jaw centrifuge. There are 

authors who claim that in the mandible, in 

the frontal area , the resorption is 

centripetal and only in the lateral areas is it 

centrifugal . Also, other specialists 

consider that immediate and early 

prostheses reduce bone loss in the 

first year, moreover, that this 

type of prosthesis exerts modeling 

pressures on the bone support in the 

process of consolidation[20]. 

  

The consequences of the 

resorption of the residual ridge in 

the elderly are: 

- the apparent loss of the depth and 

width of the vestibular and oral sac 

bottoms and the displacement of the 

muscular insertion towards the ridge of the 

residual ridge; 

- decrease in DVO value; 

- anterior rotation of the mandible 

and installation of a relative progeny ; 

- modification of the ratios between 

the two residual ridges (maxillary and 

mandibular) following the centripetal 

resorption at the maxilla and centrifugal at 

the mandible; 

- morphological changes of the 

residual ridge, which becomes sharp, 

irregular, the chin hole being closer and 

closer to the edge of the residual ridge. 

In the case of old prosthesis 

wearers, morphological disorders and 

reduced size of residual ridges pose 

serious problems for the clinician in 

ensuring the retention, stability and 

support of future prostheses. These 

difficulties can be solved surgically - 

vestibuloplastii mucosal grafts or skin, or 

in severe cases, 

interventions augmentation of residual 
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ridge[21].  

Surgical techniques have been 

somewhat overshadowed by the expansion 

of osseointegrated implants, but 

subperiosteal implants can not be ruled out 

either . 

On the surface of the bone 

can grow isolated exostoses. The areas of 

mucosa that cover 

these bone spines will be compressed by 

the base of the prosthesis, which causes 

pain and discomfort. The exostoses 

present on the bone surface are covered by 

a very fine adherent mucosa. They act as 

pressure zones or fulcrum zones causing 

the prosthesis to tip over, with detrimental 

consequences on the mucosa but also on 

bone structures. 

The residual ridge frequently 

becomes balanced; consequently it will 

be caught (thought) between the base of 

the prosthesis and the underlying bone, 

causing an accentuated state of discomfort 

to the patient. 

In senile patients, sometimes 

occurs the"bone pain" syndrome (bone 

sore mouth). These patients do not show 

injuries to the soft tissues, but charges a 

constant pain and desire to remove 

dentures, whenever possible. 
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